
  
  

Microsystems I, 2017.
Acrylic on board. 14’ x 20’. 
By using a plethora of different colors, patterns, and shapes, this piece captures the numerous rigid and 
spontaneous movements in an illusory environment. Many such elements in this artwork were inspired 
by nonhuman anomalies and processes. Using unique aspects from nature —such as the eyesight of flies
— I created an abstract image using dissimilar, organic allusions, similar to the 
process of biomimicry. - Rayce K. 

Microsystems II, 2017.
Acrylic, fabric, and foil on canvas. 24’x 36’.
This piece embodies one of the most intuitive forms of a human-nature interaction: biomimicry. 
Numerous elements in this collage painting are inspired by the designs and processes created by nature. 
From the organic shapes of the bivalves to the overall cohesion of the piece, this piece exhibits how 
natural processes and systems can be used to influence the things we innovate and create. Rayce K. 
 
Microsystems III, 2017.
Acrylic, fabric, and foil on canvas. 18’x24.
In English class, I was enticed by the idea of incorporating disparate materials in a 
somewhat cohesive piece. It was a challenge to include manmade textile, but the end 
result encapsulates the idea of a human’s complicated relationship with nature: its 
oddity, its cohesiveness, and its potential yet to come.  - Rayce K. 

Untitled, 2017.
Acrylic on board.
The circles on the piece are monocles that change perspectives of the artwork. The 
closeup views and the opposition of color of the monocles serve to juxtapose the planar circles, creating a 
complex image. - Rayce K. 

Sleep Talking, 2017. 
Chalk pastel on paper. 
A smoky chalk pastel drawing. I used chalk for most of the parts of this artwork in order to create a 
lonely isolated feeling. The light above the moon represent the bright side of the world, and the 
girl is searching the hope to look forward to. The girl talks to the moon in her dreams, because 
that’s the only thing that she can rely on. - Esther Y.
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Indescribable, 2017. 
Multi-media collage. 
The girl who wants to enjoy her summer. For this piece of collage, I used 
shells and flowers to do the decoration. The main focus is the girl in the frame. It 
creates a playful atmosphere.   - Esther Y.

Diamond head, 2017. 
Acrylic on paper?
This piece represent my definition of this world, which separated by the dark and the bright side. I also 
want to show the four season of the year, with flowers represent spring, light represent fall, grass and 
plants represent summer and the mountain represent winter. - Esther Y.

Black pokers, 2017.
Acrylic on canvas.
The black figure is wearing pokers as his clothes. The black figure stands by 
himself, it somehow represents the loneliness.  -Emmy G.

Miss Flower, 2017.
Color pencils and acrylic on paper.
I drew the flowers and human body with color pencils. I drew the flowers very detailed, just like real 
flowers. The background is the mixture of acrylic colors, like sliver, black, red, and blue. This lady has 
a covered face with flowers. It shows a combination of human and nature.  -Emmy G.
 
Untitled Nature, 2017.
Acrylic on board.
This is an acrylic piece, I painted with brushes and scraping knife. It shows 
the beauty of mountain and trees. I drew the trees different from the real 
trees.  It shows my own style. -Emmy G.

Imaginative World, 2017.
Acrylic on canvas board.
This is acrylic painting, which reveals the imaginative world in my own 
heart. I created a sense of variation by combining the animals and bags, which forms a fantastic 
effect. For the background, I made the land as pink and mountains as blue.  -Emmy G.

Space Bound, 2017.
Graphite on paper, 16’x12’. 
I would describe my art style as “A moment in time.” This piece perfectly shows that 
because a girl or boy is climbing a tree and we see from a third point of view that he/she 
discovers a new universe. As I was coming up with this sketch, the hand was drawn in last 
because I felt like going outside and doing something, so I incorporated that into my final 
piece. This connects to the theme because it shows the relationship we have when we’re out 
in nature. - Julia W.
       
Reborn, 2017.
Acrylic, gel gloss medium, marker on reclaimed window, 36’x36’.
This piece represents the direct relationship that humans have with food. Without food, humans 
wouldn't be able to survive. So to show this dire relationship, a human baby is being born from a 
banana tree. The dragon is keeping the child warm with its spit, and further resembling humans 
connection with food by being painted the colors of a dragon fruit. - Julia W. & Judith M.T.     



Flop, 2017.
Ink on rice paper.
This piece is a direct connection between humans and nature. It 
required me to buy a fish at the supermarket and clean it 
thoroughly in preparation for printing. Then I needed to literally paint directly on the fish, 
then stamp using rice paper. This was a very unique experience for me, as it was the first 
time I used a real animal for a art piece.  - Judith M.T.

Grandma’s Shoebox, 2017. 
Mix-media in drawer
This piece is an artistic embodiment of my grandmother’s life. Throughout WWll, she 
worked in multiple factories - making war materials like bullets, plane parts, and shoes. The 
shoe set directly on the piece is the actual shoe that she used while she worked. And I made 
the piece in a way that would elude an old, rustic feeling that captures the aura of the 
1900’s. And last, the butterflies resemble her everlasting enthusiasm and 
joy. - Judith M.T.

Abstract Flower Painting, 2017. 
Acrylic and chalk on board
My inspiration is sponge bob and how in the beginning and the in-between scenes of the cartoon it 
shows the flowers. There are many different flowers in the world with different characteristics that make 
them unique. This piece represents the differences and how each flower has a different identity in nature. 
- Emily M.

Four in One, 2017. 
Oil and acrylic on four canvas boards.
These four pieces tie together the abstract flower painting and the sea of faces flawlessly. It has 
the connection between the identity of the flowers and the fate of humans finding each other in 
the world, that is represented in the four pieces being apart yet still being one. The identity of 
the flowers are also shown in the identity of the faces. 
- Emily M.

Sea of Faces, 2017. 
Acrylic on board.
There are a lot of people in the world, all different sizes, colors, backgrounds yet we all have 
something in common and that is the connection to each other. The reason why this is called 
the “sea of faces” is because we go through life seeing a lot of people yet we only have a few 
people that we are close to.  -Emily M.

Flower-Faced Humans, 2017. 
Pen and watercolor on paper.
A series of four pieces with mixed media of pen and watercolor, the half human faces in pen 
drawing are from photos of my friends for whom I am thankful. Then I chose the specific type of 
flowers that represent each personality the most, which are poppies, lilies, morning glories, and 
roses.  -Xinli L.



Earth of Creature, 2017. 
Markers and pens on paper.
This markers and pen drawing shows the earth filled with different species of animals. The 
continent parts are made up of smaller land animals and the ocean parts are made up of larger 
marine animals. My intent is to suggest an idea of unity and peace between creatures, including 
humans, which can also be interpreted as advocating for environmental protection.  -Xinli L.

Earth of Culture, 2017. 
Pen, acrylic, and watercolor on canvas
This large piece is derived from one of my previous works. Both works share a similar concept, but 
this one is much larger in scale and richer in details. The architecture is styled from different 
cultures and countries all around the world, coordinating with its location on the earth. I want to 
share my voice on advocating for peace and harmony between cultures because we all share the 
same origin and same home:  Earth.  -Xinli L. 

Human Plants, 2017. 
Pen on paper
A series that contains two individual works. A men and a women, both having various plants 
such as grass and tree branches growing out from the bodies. Representing the coexistence of 
human and nature, and embracing an idea of peace and prosperity.  -Xinli L.

Black apple (Shadow), 2017. 
Acrylic on canvas
 A lonely Black Apple is standing own the boundary of two worlds. One 
world is represents warm and the other world is green representing cold. Little Black Apple is 
facing two worlds, maybe it is choosing which one it likes. -Hongxin Li

Far Away, 2017. 
Acrylic on canvas
Two people are separated by the death and they are missing 
each other in their world. The world for death is white and 
black, and there is no color in it, when people go through the 
big three in the middle, the death is coming. People in 
different worlds and not see each other but they are missing 
each other. -Hongxin Li

Black Apples, 2017. 
Acrylic on canvas 
A little black apple seems sad today. There are two black apples wearing clothes today, but the 
other one does not have a cloth. Maybe it is mad right now. For the painting on the right corner, 
the little black liar’s mask breaks. Therefore, he loses, and is waiting to be hanged. For the 
painting on the lower left, the little man has a mask of a smiling face. Under a facade of 
happiness, his shadow shows his true nature — sadness.  - Yiting Y. and Hongxin L. 

Jungle, 2017.
Acrylic on paper 
The jungle represents nature. Those green background shows the leaves and stuff in a 
jungle. The white hanging doll (teruteru) represents human, watching the two birds below 
it. The two birds leaning toward each other shows the close relationship. Therefore, by 
putting everything together, they represent nature and human relationship.  -Yiting Y.



Untitled, 2017. 
Acrylic on canvas
The various color dots on the animals and the city shows they give us a colorful world. These three 
animals are all endangered species, along the human’s development animals are in the threaten more 
than before. The color dots also can appear as their tear drops. People realize their importance once 
they are on the verge of extinction. - Yoshika 

Hideout, 2017.  
Watercolor on paper  
I use pastel colors to show more like a dreamlike place, and the black figure on the swing is 
the guardian for this place. At this place you can do whatever you want because nobody can 
go to there and blame you. So, for this artwork I want show everyone has the dreamlike world 
only for oneself.  

Tree of civilization, 2017.  
Acrylic on canvas
This artwork represents civilization develops like a tree, inventions born as 
fallen leaf and the knowledge become that tree’s nutrient. - Yoshika

Untitled, 2017.
Watercolor and Acrylic on Paper. 
The lotus represents all of the important tasks to hobbies in our everyday life.  The background 
represents how we should ignore all of the distractions and how we all need to just focus on 
whatever we do from our tasks to our hobbies, and slow down to experience what we are doing 
rather then just going through the motions and try to enjoy ourselves. - Trevor H. 

Untitled, 2017. 
Watercolor and Acrylic on Paper.
This piece is a representation of how we need to stray from uniformity and embrace the 
differences that are in everyone and make them strive to 
greatness even if they come from the lowest of places, just like the lotus as it grows from the 
mud and turns into something beautiful. - Trevor H. 

Bouquet, 2017. 
Tempera on paper. 
I got the idea of the artwork while using Instagram. This artwork 
shows my ideas of girls today’s greed, how they care about their 
looks, showing off their bodies, and etc. - Su S. 

Run Away 2017. 
Watercolor on paper. 
While thinking about my future, I felt like I was rushing myself when there was nothing rushing 
me just to achieve my goal. I tried to represent my life into this painting. The colorful iceberg 
with different patterns represents my goals, and things that I want to do. The girl represents 
myself trying to achieve my goals by myself under the bright moonlight. - Su S.



Koi-existence, 2016.
Watercolor on paper.
This painting shows the coexistence of a colorful fish with a black and 
white fish, in one area, and swimming with each other. I thought how I am staying in America 
as an international student, and trying to be with local students could be described as two 
creatures with different characteristics being in the same area. - Su S.

U Heart My Hurt, 2017. 
Watercolor on paper.
The title actually means “You hurt my heart”. I used dark red heart with a dark colored 
background to make the heart look lonely and empty. The dark background 
shows that the heart is heavy and weighing down the space. - Su S. 

Untitled, 2017. 
Pencil on paper. 
This painting shows a woman figure sacrificing herself for a lover, taken by a 
monster. This piece seems like it is incomplete, however, I wanted to color as 
little as needed to keep it simple. - Su S.

Work, 2017.
Digital Photograph, 17’’x 22’’
Using an extended shutter speed, I was able to light paint the word using a flashlight. I 
chose to photograph inside my grandpa’s office because it relates to the word ‘work’. 
This artwork echoes the theme of “Human/Nature Relationships” because most people 
can connect to working in a office. I want the viewers to feel a sense of comfort because 
they could relate to the location. - Sydnie O.C.

London Bridges Falling Up, 2017
Digital Art and watercolor, 8.5" x 11"
Through the use of desaturated colors, this piece captures a post-apocalyptic scene that 
shows a once majestic bridge that is now crumbling after the surrounding environment 
has been polluted. In distance, there are iconic Hawaii landmarks to question the role 
that development plays in Hawaii today. Despite the dripping darkness engulfing the 
bridge, a beaming moon offers a glimmer of hope as it beckons humans to repair the 
natural world that was destroyed. - Kaylee T. 

Handle of Life, 2017
Digital Art and embroidery on canvas paper, 8.5' x 11"
A decorated human skull, inspired by the Spanish Day of the Dead, is surrounded by 
a wide array of bright colors. The meshing of human and natural designs sends the 
message that at its heart, man is a part of nature.  - Kaylee T.

96879, 2017.
Stop N’ Go, 2017. 
Digital Photographs. 
- Jordan F.



The Space, 2017. 
Emotions, 2017. 
Digital Photographs.
I have been thinking about the relationship between human and the nature for a long time. As I get deeper and deeper, I 
tried more and more different techniques to present that peace between human and the nature. The peace within human 
and the peace from the nature is what I was trying to communicate through my photos. - Lianghong K.  

Untitled, 2017.
Digital Photograph. 
- Reyn N.

Simply Complex 
Photo Collage. 13 x19 in. 
Moods change all the time. Sometimes you are joyous. Sometimes you are somber. The way 
you approach situations will dictate the outcome of anything you do. - Radhika W.S. 

Coming and Going, 2017.
Digital Photograph. 
- Abigail “Abby” Y.

Waikiki Nights, 2017.
Digital Photograph. 
- Christina H.

Untitled, 2017.
Digital Collage. 
Paris A. is an 8th grader at Mid-Pacific currently taking the Middle School's 
Fundamentals of Digital Media Art.  This flower image is composed of found 
photographic images that were specifically selected to convey happiness.  She pieced 
together still life and man-made objects to recreate two delicate daisies.



Untitled, 2017.
Digital Photograph. 
- Reyn M.

Untitled, 2017.
Digital Photographs. 
- Andrew W.

Dissipate, 2017.
Digital Photograph. 
- Justin W.

Untitled, 2017.
Digital Photograph. 
- Sky K.N.


